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Factors Affecting the Acceptance of Resuscitation
Treatment in Critically Ill Patients
Shang-Yih Chan, M.D., Yu-Ping Chang, M.S.,
Shu-Mei Lin, B.S., Chih-Chieh Tsai, M.S.
Objectives: To evaluate the present condition of signing DNR consent in a Taiwan
community hospital, with the hope that the ﬁnding may improve the quality of palliative care
in end-of-life patients. Methods: This study was performed in the Taipei City Hospital. We
retrospectively analyzed the data from the Hospital Information System. A total of 2058
adult patients expired in 2014 were enrolled and analyzed. Results: Three hundred and
fourteen (15.26%) patients experienced cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) before they
died. Multivariable analysis showed that older age (P<0.001), longer length of hospital stay
(p<0.001), department of admission (p<0.001), and DNR consent in insurance card (p=0.005)
were associated with decrease CPR attempt. One hundred and thirty eight (6.71%) patients
preferred die with dignity and had signed the DNR before their last admission. Although the
DNR consents were recorded in their National Health Insurance Cards according to the policy
of the Ministry of Health and Welfare, 10 (7.24%) of the patients experienced CPR before
they died after admission. Conclusions: DNR remarks in the National Insurance Card did
not ensure no CPR during critical period as the patients wished; not all patients who preferred
DNR could avoid CPR. Most DNR consents were signed by the surrogates of the patients
after admission. Early identiﬁcation of end-of-life patients, and initiation of joined discussion
with patients and family while patients are still conscious and free to decide, are helpful in
making decisions when life come to a close so that their wills are respected and non-beneﬁcial
interventions avoided.
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Introduction
Closed-chest cardiac message was introduced
as an effective procedure of resuscitating victim of

cardiac arrest by Kouwenhoven and colleagues in
1960. Soon after, the procedure was known as CPR
and became routine emergency procedure which is
performed on a person in cardiac arrest in an effort
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ᖞಥ௦ڨЗඉหϟኈӱφ
ၝܾۦȃॣҁȃీݓछȃጾסⅷ
目 的： ణ  ߤ  ᛁ ୰ ժ ϸ ઽ Ϡ ᜪ ၌ DNR ߞ 
Ȃงକ࠳་ӠۻӐงઽϠՉᄾ᠕ࡡᎳȄ 方法： Ⴄ
ਫ਼ڽ࿚ऎᛁᖚႤୈڀȄж ޘ2014 Ր֝୰Кժϸߞ
ՐઽϠȄ 結果： ӎुٿዹӎԒ 2,058 ֜Ȃ314 ֜
Ȟ15.26ʦȟઽϠԴժϸࡈฅգ CPRȄցՐϠȃ֝୰ч
ዴȃ֝୰ॊ־ȃஉ࠲ҙໜୃ DNR ሃ࣏ ֖ࣉCPR Դ
ϯգᢖਮಳȄ138Ȟ6.71ʦȟ֜ઽϠฅᜪ၌ DNR
ڭໜୃݺஉ࠲ҙȂ֭Ъգ 10 ԩઽϠȞ7.24ʦȟݺժϸ

ࡈЪജࣉП CPRȄ 結論： ݙࠧڭգݺஉ࠲ҙϯໜୃ
DNR ߞઽϠȂरକࢷྍێݺԟࢧЙࣉ֖ CPRȄ
ЂԺዴߞ DNR ࣏ԴઽϠϢ୰ࢢȂӤઽϠߞਛ៳҃ನᜪ
၌Ȅ՝งᓰᝊӠۻӐงߞઽϠڭԴઽϠ౻ᓹକѹٙ
ܠਣ༟ሃઽϠфਛ៳ߞԒԢᎢȂᅆݺઽϠфਛ៳
বᅆᗜೣߞٙຉգᕒՓȂକපদઽϠྍфิь๑
ྍ၍ߞᛁᖚЬϢȄ

ᝯᘣໟȈݡທѕ߱ങȂѕ߱ങȂຠೣȂӠۻӐงٙຉ
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